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To: Carmen Maidantchik <carmen.maidantchik@cern.ch>
Cc: Andreu Pacheco Pages <pacheco@ifae.es>, Marco Leite <leite@cern.ch>

Dear Carmen, 

I send you this message because you are listed as the representative of Brazil in the ATLAS ICB. 

ADC coordinators asked us to integrate SAMPA site at USP in ATLAS, in ES cloud, which is natural as all Latin
American sites are integrated in this cloud. 

We are doing good progress on the technical part, but I guess we will need to proceed correctly on the political/formal
part.

There is a T2-LATINAMERICA federation, and I take from wlcg-rebus that the site is active there in ALICE and LHCB,
and also listed for ATLAS and CMS (without activity), so I guess we need an official person from Brazil/ATLAS and
from the T2-LATINAMERICA federation to proceed correctly on the formalities of its integration into this T2 federation 
for ATLAS. 

The admin of the UTFSM site in Chile told me that to his knowledge the responsible for the T2-LATINAMERICA
federation is Renato Santana from CBPF in Rio. Do you know him, or anything about this? 

Our technical contact for the site is Ricardo Romão da Silva <riromaod@cern.ch> , who has started to setup the site,
but he is not an ATLAS member (he is in ALICE I think and maintains the site for ALICE as well). 

Our ATLAS contact of the site is Marco Aurelio Lisboa Leite (in cc). 

Thanks for any help! 

Cheers 
Helmut 

LIP Coimbra, Portugal 
ES Cloud Squad 

Marco Leite <leite@cern.ch> Mon, Nov 2, 2020 at 10:51 PM
To: Helmut Wolters <helmut@coimbra.lip.pt>, Carmen Maidantchik <carmen.maidantchik@cern.ch>
Cc: Andreu Pacheco Pages <pacheco@ifae.es>

Dear Helmut, 

I am not sure if the  T2-LA is what is also known as ROC-LA (Regional Operations Center LA). As far as I could
understand they monitor the operations of sites under them (in this case CBPF-LHCB and USP-ALICE). Technically
speaking, it seems interesting to be integrated into this T2-LA as the workload/flow is already established for Alice
operations etc.  It would be good to understand if UTFSM is also under this T2-LA (I guess not as per your email).
What is the difference between a cloud and a federation ? 

Also, Ricardo is in fact member of ATLAS as well as he will supervise the ATLAS cluster operations in Sao Paulo . 

Cheers, 

Marco
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